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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes three lectures given at the Lake Louise Winter Insti

tute on New Frontiers in Particle Physics. The audience comprised about 25% 
graduate student* in high energy particle physics, 20% low and medium energy 
physicists end the remainder Ph.D's involved in high energy particle physics. I 
was asked to set the level of the lectures such that It would be of benefit to the 
two former group*. This report reflects strongly the level at which I lectured and 
I have made no attempt to broaden the scope for this writeup. The lectures are 
baaed on two previous lecture series which I gave1 and I have harrowed liberilly 
and directly from these report*. 

The theme of the Winter School at Lake Louise waa the future frontiers in 
particle physics. My Job was to present the t*f frontier, which I chose to define 
a* the physics which will be done at the SLC and LEP. I placed considerably 
more emphasis on the £° physic* than the higher energy running - although the 
important high energy test* are covered. For a more complete discussion of the 
high energy LEP physics program the reader is referred to reference 2. John 
Ellis1* lecture* at this school cover the search for Bigg* and SUSY particles in 
(reat detail. They should be considered as supplementary to what is discussed 
hen - in particular his discussion of SUSY searches is much more thorough. 

The outline of these lectures I* a* follow*. We begin with a brief historical 
review of the contribution to particle physics of e +e~ interactions end the ad
vantage* of this laboratory. This is followed by a discussion of the LEP and SLC 
machine* and the reason* for developing linear collider*. A brief overview of the 
Standard Model and *ome essential formalism for the process e+e~ — / / are 
presented, followed by a discussion of detector*. Next w* look at how tests of the 
Standard Model and physic* beyond the Standard Model can he made running 
at the 2°. Finally, LEP physics at energies above the ZP is discussed. 
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2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The next frontier in e + e~ interactions is "just around the corner* with the 
impending commissioning of the Z" factories" SLC at SLAC (fall 1986) and 
LEP at CERN (fall 1988). These machines will provide copious (~ 10 s per year) 
production of Z°'a and we wilt explore here why this frontier promises to be so 
exciting. Following the physics of the 2°, the next planned c+e~ frontier will be 
provided by upgrading the energy cf the LEP machine. By adding conventional 
RF, LEP can be pushed to a center-of-mass energy (Ecm.) of £ 170 GeV and by 
adding superconducting RF, upwards of 200 GeV is possible. To go substantially 
beyond Ec.m. = 200 GeV with e + e" interactions will require building a large-scale 
linear collider. It is too early to propose such a machine. We need to see how 
well the prototype for this machine (the SLC) works and what we learn In the 
next few year* about where the next interesting frontier lies. There are many 
technical problems with building high luminosity, high energy linear colliders. 
These technical problems require many years of study before a sensible design 
will emerge. » 

During the past 15 years, e+e - colliding beam facilities have served as im
portant frontiers in our quest for a better understanding of the forces of nature. 
Many discoveries and considerable elucidation have come from the e +e~ colliding 
beam machines. A short, and by no means complete, history is illustrative. Dur
ing the early to mid 1970's the e+e~ colliding beam machines CEA, FRASCATI, 
SPEAR and DORIS provided a dazzling array of discoveries and an impressive 
list of measurements. These Include: 1) the measurement of R = ohidroni/°>«-<i-
which provided verification that quarks come in three colors, 2) the discovery of 
the charm quark which verified the G1M mechanism and provided a (shortlived) 
equality between the number of quarks and leptons, 3) the discovery of the r 
lepton which indicated the presence of a 3rd generation, 4) the discovery of jets 
which added more credence to the notion of spin 1/2 quarks, S) the discovery 
of open charm, both charmed mesons and baryons, and 6) the study of c£ spec
troscopy and the discovery of the Xc states, which provided important teats of 
potential models. Following the discovery of the 6 quark in fixed target exper
iments, the CESR and DORIS II machines were able to contribute: 1) careful 
studies of the 4S spectroscopy including the discovery of the higher T resonances 
and the xt states, 2) the discovery of bottom mesons, 3) an impressive set of 
measurements on weak decays which provide valuable input for the structure of 
the weak mixing matrix, 4) the absence of flavor changing neutral currents which 
imply that the t quark must exist as a partner for the b quark (the BL quark 
cannot exist as a singlet), and S) a precision measurement of Ajgg which is an 
important test or QCD. Studies during the 1030'sat PETRA, DORIS II, CESR, 
PEP and SPEAR have provided l) dear evidence of 3 jet events which provides 
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strong evidence of the validity of QCD md'is pfierf quoted as thy "discovery of the 
gluon", 2) verification of the Electro-Waifk'JPieo^ frj_m measurerrants of II*II~ 
and r+T~ charge asymmetries, 3) vast body of tests of QCD including clear ev
idence for scaling violations in particle momentum distributions, measurements 
of OJ(AJJJ) and first indications that, as predicted by QCD, quarks and gluons 
fragment differmtly, 4) first measurements of the r (known now to 10%) lifetime 
which provides an Important test of r/u universality, 3] first measurement of the 
(surprisingly long, ~ 1 picosecond) b quark lifetime which provides important 
constraints for the weak mixing matrix, 6) measurements of the D°, D* and F 
lifetimes, 7) most comprehensive study of quark fragmentation which provides 
considerable Input for model building and non-perturbative QCD, 8] vast number 
of (negative) searches for light techni-pions, charged Eiggs, SUSY "anythings", 
top quark, monojets, 4th generation quarks and leptons..., and 9) discovery of 
unexpected states 0(1420), t(1640) and ((2200) with implications that some of 
these could be "glueballs* (particles made up of twogluans in a color singlet). 

This catalog is impressive and is testament to the fact that e+e~ colliders 
provide an ideal frontier environment. This is mainly because they offer: 

1. Clean production of natures' fundamental building blocks- the quarks and 
leptons. This is typically in the form of pair production of the fcrmion and 
anti-fermion. 

2. All the center-of-mass energy is available for the production of these fun
damental building blocks. This can be contrasted with pp (or pp) collisions 
where hard collisions between two constituents happen at an (unknown) 
energy typically !a 1/6 of the available energy. The 4 quarks not involved 
in the collision provide debris which render study of the hard constituent 
collision very difficult - the pp environment is not "clean". 

3. Because the e +e~ environment is so clean, there is an enormous potential 
for discoveries and in-depth study of phenomena as was justified in the 
previous paragraph. 

At the same time it should be acknowledged that, to move beyond the planned 
frontiers at SLC and LEP, one encounters major technical problems with the e*e~ 
colliders. Firstly, as Ec,m, is raised, the cross section is dropping (like E~^ ) and 
correspondingly higher luminosities are required. Whereas the pp technology 
can be scaled up to •& 1 TeV effective- collision energy, the scaling laws for the 
e+e~ colliders for that energy range are extremely demanding and enumerable 
technical problems are still to be solved. The present technology cannot be scaled 
up - new accelerator technologies are needed. 

If we consider our present theoretical understanding of nature, where does it 
indicate that we should be planning our next frontier? Our present understanding 
of the three basic particle Interactions - strong, weak and electromagnetic - is 
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in tenon of the so-called Standard Model of 51/(2) A U(l) A St/(3)„i„r. This 
model has been enormously successful at explaining all data at presently available 
'energies* The absence of significant conflicts between the Standard Model and 
experiment is most impressive. To be sure, there at* some euenttal ingredients of 
the Standard Model as yet unobserved- the top quark and the neutral Higgs. But 
their experimental absence in no way threatens the model. With this "happy* 
situation, why do we need a new frontier? Perhaps a sharper way to state this 
would be to ash "what do we expect to team from experiments at a higher energy 
frontier?" 

There are many reasons to push to higher .energies, three of which are: 
1. Most theorists believe that, despite the clear success of the Standard Model, 

there are compelling reasons to believe that It is none other than a Very 
good tow energy'approximation to the ultimate theory. Another mass scale 
will be encountered at JS 1 TaV. Some of the reasons cited are the gauge 
hierarchy problem (incredibly fine tuning Is required to make the Standard 
Model work), the left-right asymmetry of the Standard Model, the presence 
of too many parameters, the absence of any understanding of the quark and 
Ispton mass spectrum, the lack of understanding of the generation pussle, 
etc. 

2. History has taught us that experimental knowledge is always limited by the 
energy available at the last frostier crossed - new frontiers almost always 
bring with them new input. There ate many instances of successful low 
energy approximations to the real world - Newtonian mechanics an J the 
Fermi four-point theory of the Weak Interactions - to name but two. 

3. Curiosity! No "self-respecting" experimentalist will accept the constraints 
of the current theories. Higher energy machines are the only way to know 
for sure what nature has In store - in the end, the ultimate test lies with 
the experimental data. 

So these then are some of the reasons to push to the next frontier. We will 
first examine what we can learn from the Z° frontier {£<.•*. = 93 GeV). The Z° 
does not offer us a very substantial gala In energy relative to PETRA which has 
run at 44 GeV. However, as we will discuss, there are some special features of 
this Weak Interaction laboratory which give it an experimental reach far grater 
than the relatively small energy increase. 
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3. THE Z° MACHINES 
To study most of the physics covered by these lectures we will require large 

numbers (<& 10 s) of Z° decays. We will also want to have an environment in which 
there is a minimal low of decay channels arising from trigger and/or analysis 
techniques. The fp machines will provide valuable information about the Z°, 
but the number of events will be sparse and all the 2° decay channels are not 
anah/xable. As of now the UA1 and UA2 detector groups have less than 100 
identified Z° events all of which are in the decay channel 2° -» e*e~ or /i+(T. 
These two decay modes represent only about 6% of all Z° decays. 

The high energy physics community is constructing two machines capable of 
providing « 13 s Z°'s per year. The LEP machine is under construction at CERN 
and the SLC machine is being built at SLAC. These two Z° "factories" are quite 
different machines and they offer different experimental possibilities. The LEP 
machine is a conventional e +e~ storage ring - a scaled up version of PETRA at 
DESY and PEP at SLAC. It uses well-understood, proven technology and should 
perforin close to its design specifications shortly after beam turn-on. The SLC 
(Stanford Linear Collider) uses an entirely new concept in accelerator technology 
and, in that sense, is a less certain path to high luminosity. However ss we will 
see, the SLC is a pioneering effort En the area of linear colliders which provide 
the only affordable means to TeV e+.:~ colliding beam physics. The SLC will 
serve both as a prototype for future high energy colliding linscs and as a copious 
source of Z°'s. How do the two approaches differ? 

3.1 CONVENTIONAL t+t~ STORAGE RINGS 

In a conventional e+e"" storage ring one or more bunches of electrons and 
positrons are stored, travelling in opposite directions, in a magnetic guide field. 
Collisions occur at fixed points around the ring (so-called interaction regions) 
and there are 2nt collision point? possible where n> is number of bunches. The 
particle deteetot* are placed in the interaction regions. The magnetic guide field 
comprises a) dipolss which provide the restoring force for a closed e* orbit 
b) quadrupoles for focussing the « + and t~ beams and e) sextuple* to remove 
or reduce chromatic ebberations in the magnetic focussing system. 

Storage rings suffer substantial energy loss from synchrotron radiation. An 
electron of energy £ h » , travelling in a circle of radius J?, loses an amount 

AB = 88.5X10-* f .rater GeV - 1 ) ^ f = (1) 

of energy per revolution. An e* at PEP loses about 10 MeV/revolutlon for Ebiim 
= M.B GeV. This pow tr must be restored by RF cavities placed at strategic 
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points wound the storage ring. At lull current (40 stamps) the PEP machine 
requires 6 MW of KF power. It i» important to notice the Eg^, dependence in 
the synchrotron radiation Iras - there it a substantial penalty paid as one raises 
the beam energy of a storage ring. 

The rate'for • process with cross section a Is 

rate = £ V 

where £ is the luminosity measured typically in units of cm"' sec - 1 . For the 
collision of an t* and e~ bunch, the luminosity is given by 

where. Iff is,tire number of e*/bunch, / it the collision frequency and A is the 
area, of t'fle"larger of the two beams. Typical luminosities for existing storage 
rings are Of 10*1 cm"' sec"'. The luminosity does not grow without bound; 
as one adds increasing amounts of e* to the beams, the continuous passage of 
one beam through the other causes one or both of the beams to grow, thereby 
reducing the luminosity. It is the cumulative effect of many small perturbations 
that causes the beam-beam interaction to limit the luminosity. In addition one 
can only tolerate as much beam current as one has RF power to suitably restore 
the energy lost to synchrotron radiation. 

Typical beam sises in a storage ring are 

o>s la SOD tan 

at a 50 jim 

and S j s l e m 

where I It the coordinate in the direction or the dipole magnet field (i.e. hori
zontal), y is vertical and a it measured along the beam direction. The beam site 
is limited by the synchrotron radiation damping and excitation, again a process 
resulting from the multiple revolution nature of the machine. 

What limits the center of mass energy (£«JB. = 2£u«n,) achievable with 
storage rings} It turns out that the economies of very high energy storage rings 
is very unfavorable. We can write the equation for the cost (C) of a storage ring 
as 

C = aR+fi^. (3) 

where a and 0 are constants and S it the radius of the machine. The first term 
in the cost equation arises from elements needed to build the ring - tunnels, 
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vacuum system, ring magnets etc. The second term comes from the RF system 
(see equation (1)). Let us suppose that we minimize the cost as a function of 
radius R. Differentiating and setting dC/dR = 0 one Ends 

C = 2(/J/o)>'*Ef,ra. 
Hence the cost of the construction of a storage ring scales like £*,„, as does 
the ndtus (real estate). Lets look at some concrete examples starting with the 
LEP machine as a guide. The first phase of LEF will be a. SO x 50 GeV machine 
with conventional RF, circumference = 27 km and C = (500 M. Suppose wc 
scaled this up to a 500 x 500 GeV machine: circumference -> 2700 km and C -. 
150,000 M! Clearly such f. machine it prohibitively expensive. Can one improve 
the situation by using superconducting RF? The second (superconducting) phase 
of LEP will be a 100 x 100 GeV machine at a cost of about $700 M. Hence 
using superconducting RF our 500 X 500 GeV machine will have parameters 
circumference = 675 km and C = $17,500 M - still far too costly! So clearly 
we need a different technology to pursue e*e~ physics in the TeV energy range. 
This brings us to option 3.2. 

3.2 THE LINEAR e+e~ COLLIDER 

In a linear collider machine one envisages two linear accelerators firing beams 
of electrons and positrons at each other. Following the collision, the beams are 
discarded. The detector is placed at the collision point. In such a machine the 
cost will scale like Etictm; C m o' .E e n B | and one gets away from the' £ j „ a scaling 
law of the storage ring, If one started building machines from scratch (no existing 
accelerator facilities) the constants a, 0 and a' are such that the cost of the linear 
collider and a storage ring are equal at roughly Ec.m. » 150-200 GeV. Above this 
energy range the linear collider becomes increasingly more economical. How does 
one achieve useful luminosities in a linear collider? The luminosity is given by 
equation (2). For LEP / » 50,000 while for a linac (SLAC) / « 200. Typically 
N+N~ will be larger for the storage ring than for linear colliders, but not by 
much. The only way then to get a linen collider luminosity comparable to a 
storage ring is to reduce the beam size A in the collider by ibou. tS 6 relative 
to the beam size in the storage ring. As discussed earlier the beam size in a 
storage ring is limited by the synchrotron radiation losses. The colliding lir.ac 
does not suffer from this problem - the beam size is limited by the emittance 
of the linac beam. The emittance can be controlled to yield beam sizes on the 
order of 10 (pm)1. Hence, in principle, the reduction in frequency and bunch 
particle number density con be largely offset by the reduction in beam size and 
a colliding linac luminosity of ts 10-" should be passible. 
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Too OjfMBlice of ibo MUraMUD illvfflClSni Is very .different in t 
Knee* Una to a. itongft rtntv Thin problem it dsMuMrd fatty In reference 3. 
The major tfRmnca cane* about from the bet that the charge density in 
the coDidtBS finacs ht considerably (several order* of magnitude) higher than 
in a storage ring. The flnjdnmm cuftnt which can be collided in the coffid-
feg Hsac machine will sUB be Hmited by the beam-beam interaction. How
ever the Baton of the beam-beam interaction la very diSerent in the colliding; 
Knee. The eofBcioa of the two high entrant density beams is very dunuptive 
and teacb to &'ow the beam* apart'. For sufficiently high currents (charge den-

' ~.\ ' ' • *Jty) the passage of the one beam 
through the other causes a reduc
tion (focusing) of beam size prior 
to the destructive disruption of the 
beams. This ao-caJled "pinch" ef
fect therefore enhances the luminos
ity in a linear collider system. Fig
ure 1 (taken tram reference 3} shows 
the pinch effect graphically. Four 
"snapshots'* of the beam profiles in 
St transverse to the beam, and s, 
along the beams, are shown. The 
upper two snapshots are taken as 
the e + and e~ beams approach each 
other. The third snapshot shows 

: dramatically how the beam site hat 
been squeezed down and in the forth 
the beams have passed "through" 
each other and are beginning to "ex. 

I plode." In a mar-bin* like the SI>C, 
the "pinch" effect is expected to pro-
dace n factor of ~ 6 increase in lu
minosity. Aa stated before, linear 
toUldet* are an untested technology 
- the problems of producing and col-
Bdlng micron sise beams are by no 
means solved. However they wlO re
ceive their first reel test with the 

E of the SLC. 

••— , — r 

-S 0 S 

Fig. .*. Side view of the coUliion of oppo
sitely charged beams thowlsgthe "pinch" 
effect. The coordinate « Is measured along 
the beam direction, * hi transverse to the 
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3.3 THE LEP MACHOfS 

Tranipoil from 
Unoc 

Eilillng Lmac 

LEP will be a conventional e+e"* storage ring and a comprehensive descrip
tion can be found in reference 4. The ring is being built at CESN and wilt have 
a circumference of 37 km. In its first incarnation {LEPI) it will achieve a max
imum collision energy of 100 GeV and a luminosity of ltf" cm" 1 sec"'. 16 MW 
of conventional S F will be required for LEPI and the machine fat expected to de-

t u > liver collisions in late 1088. The inl-
• ^ tiki outlay for LEP win be $500 M 

and it will have eight experimental 
halls - four of which will be instru
mented at the beginning. The Initial 
detectors go by the names of LEP3, 
OPAL, DELPHI and ALEPH. Typi
cally there detectors will cost f 50 M 
to build. 

The LEPI machine will be up
graded to ECJO, ~ 170 GeV by the 
addition or BO MW of H.F power and 
then to £ c . a , 2 200 CeV using su
perconducting RF cavities, The time 
IGSJS Tor these upgrades is not yet 
known. Since the LEPI machine re
lies on conventional techniques, de
sign performance should be reached 
eoon after the Erst collisions. 

a.4 THE SLC MACHINE 

The SLC machine Is being built 
at SLAC and Is slated to deliver col
liding beams at the Za In late 1686. 
The design luminosity of the machine 
is 6 x 10 5 0 c m - ' see~J and the max
imum energy at turn-on will be 100 
GeV. A complete description of the 
SLC can be found in reference 9. 
However, since the SLC is not a con
ventional « + e" atarage ring, we pro
vide here a short description of the 
machine referring to figure 2. The 
existing Unac will be upgraded to 

- Damping Rings 
| ^ " " - — EnistNio. Linoc 

.X . s- Election Bonier 

Fig, 2. Schematic of the SLC machine. 



50 GeV using new high-powered klystrons. An election bunch is diverted out of 
the linac and collided with a target to produce positions. These positrons are 
then fed back Into the front end of the accelerator. Following passage through 
damping rings, which provide cooling for the electron and positron bunches, a 
bunch of positrons immediately followed in the next linac bucket by a. bunch of 
electrons, is transported down the accelerator to the colliding arcs. The positrons 
and electrons are switched to different area and are brought into collision by 
an elaborate system of optics, termed the final focus. Following the collision, 
the beams are dumped. So unlike a storage ring, the SLC operates as a sin
gle pais collider. The repetition rate of the linac to J BO Be, many orders of 

magnitude less than that of typical 
storage rings. To produce a usable 
luminosity, this slow collision rate 
will be compensated for using an in
tense electron gun capable of pro
ducing 7 x 10 t 0 electrons per bunch 
and by designing the final focus op
tica such that the transverse dimen
sions of the colliding beams are a few 
microns. The expected luminosity 
as a function of collision energy is 
shown in figure 3. The SLC is opti
mized to run at the Z° . However, 
the luminosity remains good down 
to fc.m. s 1 60 GeV. If toponium is 
beyond the reach of the TRJSTAN 
machine,* the SLC could be used to 
study toponium. The energy spread 
of the.SLC machine will be about 
0.2% at full luminosity and about 

0,196 at a somewhat reduced luminosity. This can be compared with LEF which 
will have an energy spread of 0.158. 

Another feature of the SLC is the promise of longitudinally polarized beams, 
which, as we shall discuss, is a powerful tool for the study of Z° physics.7 

Polarized electrons are produced by shining circularly polarized laser light on 
a gallium areinide cathode. Such an electron gttn exists and has been suc
cessfully tested. Polarized electrons have already been transported down the 
linac and simulations of transport through the SLC arcs indicate that the trans
mission efficiency for the polarized electrons is > 60%. The sign of the laser 
polarization can be reversed on a linac pulse-by-pulse basis yielding successive 
beam pulses of opposite polarizations. Hence it appears that, with very high 

Fig. 3. The luminosity of the SLC as a 
function of £bum-
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probability, beams with polarizations of > 50% will be available at the SLC. 
Beam polarization at LEP is much less certain. The problems of producing and 
retaining the longitudinal polarization are many and no good solutions exist at 
this time. (See reference 4, page 132.) 

The SLC machine has the distinct disadvantage of having only one interac
tion region. Because or the newness of the technology, it will take a considerable 
time and machine physics effort to reach design luminosity. The Erst detector 
for the SLC will be an upgraded MARK II detector. This detector has had six 
months of testing at PEP and is being installed at the SLC. A LEP competitive 
detector, the SLD, is also being built. This detector is scheduled t: begin physics 
running at the SLC in late 1989 and once it has been checked out it will replace 
the MARK II. 

What about the event rate at the Z°? As we will see Eater, the cross section 
running on the Z° is about SO nb. However initial state radiation reduces this 
to a usable cross section of a b e t 40 nb. Assuming ait average luminosity of 
l.S x 10s" cm"' see - ' , one finds an event rate of 5200 2°/day! Assuming 200 
days for physics one has an event rate of 10 s Z°/year. During these lectures we 
will use this as a benchmark for calculating rates. Realistically during its first full 
year, the SLC might achieve 10 s Z°'s, corresponding ID an average luminosity of 
1.5 X 10 M cm"1 sec"1. 

A. THE STANDARD MODEL AND ITS 
APPLICATION TO s+e- - Z° - / / 

For most of these lectures we will assume the Standard Model. During the 
last lecture we will look beyond the Standard Model at which time we will develop 
whatever formalism we need. The goal of this section is not to be complete or 
detailed - but merely to build a foundation from which we can extract useful 
experimental tests at the Z" . 

The Standard Model is characterized by the gauge group 

SU[3)ui„ A S£/(2) A £7(1) . 

Leptons are pointlike particles which couple to the gauge bosons of SU{2) through 
their weak charge and to the photon of V(l) through their electric charge. There 
are six leptons e, fi, r, and their zero mass partners t>„ i/M, and vT. There are 
six quarks u, d, a, t, b and t which carry color and there ore three color states 
for each quark. Leptons have no color charge and are therefore "blind" to the 
strong interaction. 
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-cvdoublets 

T» = l / 2 

- 1 / 2 

2i = l/2 
V " 1 / 2 

The primes on the quarks 
•t ia not perfect. This gen-
of the Kobayashl-Meskawa 
abibbo angle which tells us 
•sure. MOTB succinctly - in 
•y a rotation matrix to the 
•«ng currents In the neutral 
ree generations, t i e i>„ e, u 
, The Standard Model does 
this peculiar manner. 
<<Jt ••:.'*' •*• M R > f f i a n d ' 
ed u'e Tt =0 for ail right 

" Model - ,8 gjuons and the 
and Z° and, in the minimal 

^l»»,fl°. Graons carry color 
j? SV, (3)adoi *• non-abellan. 
gluoni. The polarisation of 
result* in an anti-ecreenlng 

rcening of electric charge by 
to the notion of confinement 
'•taut a„ with Increasing j * . 
be tested at the 2° although 

•f the fundamental particles: 
•jeterain'fln/: 

.•cos**W 
he Fermi coupling constant. 
"a» S 10* GeV. This however 

ia of no consolation to the experimentalist searching for the H°. The presence of 
the neutral Higgs ia crucial to the success of the Standard Model. 

The electroweak interactions of all the gauge fields are specified by the Model 
and are determined by e, the electric charge, and one free parameter 8w Spinors 
couple to the photon field with strength e and to the Za with strength 

sin 0w cos Aw ( a f / B - t } . b . » * v ) = 2 ^ ( ^ | f : ) ( T ^ - Q s i n ' f t v ) 

where RjL indicates left and right couplings and Q is the charge of the fermion. 
Aside from Higgs and fermion masses, the Electro-Weak theory is totally 

specified if we know a, Gp and Mz. a and Gp are extremely accurately (bet
ter than one part in 10s) known, Mz ia known only to about 3%. A precise 
measurement of Mz will constrain considerably the Standard Model. 

For almost all the physics discussed in these lectures, we are interested in the 
basic process e +e~ - t / /where the symbol / signifies a fundamental fermion, ei

ther a quark or a lepton. There are two 
processes which contribute to the cross 

t (B+! r(<i+l e* r section as shown in figure 4, namely 
- • i -t ff and «•*•*- -» Za -» 

The Standard Model specifies ait 
e~(c_) llq-l *~ T the couplings and hence the cross sec

tion for these processes can be calcu
lated. If I is the fermion polar an
gle, the differential cross section has 

y^t^x+ ^ ~ \ 'if. 
Fig. 4. The basic t+e~ -» 7, 2° -» / / 

I , r o c e M - iheform" 

±1L = nB*Q*D a + m * 6 \ - *QJDGFM*[S-M*) 
dttmt 25 l T ' 8 ^ | ( S - A f l ) ' + JMjrjj 

\[R. + L,){Rt 4- £/)( l + cos"0) + 2(JZ, - L.){Rj - Lf)cosfl] 
(4) 

DCfyMjS 
+ Mir|(S-M2)»+JWjrj] 

[(** + L))[R) + L})(1 + cos' 9) + 2(fl? - Ll)(R} - L}) cos 9] 

where Qf is the fermion charge, 5 = £ ' . m > l Mz the mass of the Z° and D takes 
into account the number of color degrees of freedom. For / = quark, D = 3, 
otherwise D = 1. The left and right handed weak coupling constants are given 
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wsskcrotrilirtiai. HbtlcetlMta) the 
u it aaonUb) the tttf term b just the point QBD 
c)at-v/S=JW» 

atV?-Kx 
• section end 

It is illustrative to integrate over east and plot tin ocas section ai a, func-
tion. of Bcjn. = if§.. Thb b shown to figure S. One aces that below the 
lagton of the 2° man the purely electromagnetic d o n seettai dominates at 

b reflected by trie E ^ behavior. 
*01.: .H.-II—i I I mm —•• i"i mm 0 9 fhe -2P poje ] 

•action dmnfnttn, providing 
Mr* timet more particle production 
than the eleetramagnetle process. 
Tab b part of the magic of run
ning at the 2° - the 2° provides 
an enormous enhancement la event 
rate over running in the continuum 
(f.i. off resonance). Studying e + e~ 
interaction* i t ~ OS GeV la the aV 
•aneaef the * ° with the StCor IBP 
{tpi* | . , i : > i|B«) wewM be « • 
timety painful if not bmaiqrcane 
impossible. The present* of the i f 
however randan these relatively low 

looo IuoUne«ifr machines capable of very 
U>.AI' highi 

Fig. 5. The cnss 
« • - / / -
ModeLThecfandsS 
ai« omitted from the plot. 

Ibr e*e~ -» % 
la the Standard 

Let u ROW ietnm to eV/dcasf 

AsHHnafn* —» wlsssa K ^ WMjaW fffcMlgtf— 

fte4atioa to aocMaisi vector eonpfiag 

a = i ( £ - J t ) and 0 . 5 ( 4 + *) 
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one finds £ » o+«, fi« 0 - a , I'+rT* = 2(e>* + •*), t?-R* =4av and 

3 ^ - ^ ^ [ M + »J)(«J+*f)U+co^») + B«.i'../e/co«»] . (5) 

It b useful to tabulate the couplings and the ram of their squares. Assuming 
am* *V • OM (whichiwe will do throughout for convenience) we find the vetoes 
in table I. 

TABKBI 

Q T* a « o»+«* 
*,P,T -I -1/2 -Z/2 -.06 .2536 

V*%ViuVt 0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 

*«.• -i/a -1/2 -1/2 -.35 .375 

«•«•* +2/8 +1/2 1/2 .21 .20 

We turn our attention beck to equation (5). The term linear in cos? eon-
tributes a front-back asymmetry, Ar-B- Ar-e <*• W / which, for charged lap-
tons, Is a very small number. However a measurement of Ar-B for charged 
leptoni bat great sensitivity to sin' 8 as we will see later in this section. Sines 
J^coeMff m o the term linear In cost does not contribute to the total cross 
section. 

Integrating the term to (1+cos* t) yields the total cross section for producing 
a final s t a t e / / a t the 3 ° : 

We omit hen the derivation of I"g but note that 

when »' ranges over all fundamental fermiona and A b the color factor (3 {or 
quarks, 1 for leptons). We can obtain ffpttat. which is the tepton point QED cross 
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section,, from the first term in equation (4): . < 

ire?-•'/''• 
"p in t — ̂ j f (l+eoB*fl) dcostf 

Hence we can write 

J i «»peibt 1603(1 . - 2 S B / + B I ^ / 3 ) * (7) 

Assuming 6 quarks, ignoring the finite i mass and setting xw = sin' «V = 22, 
one finds at the Z° the Jt values m table 1L Also shown in table n are the 
blanching fraction for each process. Hence under these assumptions Rz> « 5200 
and B(Za —• hadrons) m 12%. This value of Rgo has not been corrected for 
initial state radiation effects which has the effect of lowering the peak cross 
section with a compensating "radiative tail* on the high aide of the resonance. 
These radiative effects are discussed mare fully in reference 0 - we quote here 
the approximate result. For. a narrow resonance with peak cross section «o the 
actual cross section, after, the inclusion of radiative effects, is 

V n O'-H^T-)' 
TABMSII 

CHANNEL RtJ r / 7 /r 3 . 
(//) (» ) 

each PP 313 6.1 
It+lT, r+i--, e+e— 1S9 - 3.1 

no, eff, tf 550 10.6 

di,tS,a 7M 13.6 
* We have ignored t channel diagrams 
which are only important at small values 
of*. 

where t = 2*/jr (In S/m* - 1) is the so called equivalent radiator and So = 
2a/it (sr'/ft -17/36) = 0.005. At VS = Mz, t = .11 and 

">«* "» 0.8o> . 

Hence the radiatively corrected R is approximately 4200 on the Z° . 
We return now to the problem of how to incorporate the effects of large 

masses (urt VS) for the final state fermion in equation (4}. In a general way we 
can write 

^ = / ^ / , 9 ) o ( m / = 0) 

and 

"// = fiflfMmf = 0) 
where f)j is the fennion velocity and mj is the fermion mass. For vector couplings 

Ml, 0) = i f j 0/1(1 + cos* $) + (1 - 0)) sin 3 0) 

and 

For axial-vector couplings 

'("/•«)= lib "ft 1 + "a* «) 
and 

Therefore for the t quark with velocity /3j, the correct form of the contribution 
to the Z° width is (see equation (6)) 

r(z° - «F) = ̂  (if I m - Pi) + •?*) • 

Figure fi shows the suppression of tf relative to a full strength (light) charge 
two-thirds quark as a function of the ( qualk mass. Since we know from PETRA 
that JVft & 23 GeV/c* the if final state at the 2° is suppressed at least to 0.7 of 
the ufl rate. 
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Fig. 6. Thesoppresslonfactaroftrdecays 
of the 2° as a function of Mi. 

We return now to the forward backward charge asymmetry (AFS) discussed 
earlier. Consider for the moment the concrete example of the final state p+ii~~ 
as applied to our master formula (4), We will get a contribution to A$_B from 
terms linear in z = cos6. 

where N*[N%-) is the number of <i~ in the: forward (backward) hemisphere 
relative to the incoming e~ direction. On the Z° pole 

4 n _ 3a.anP.PM « (8) 

for sin1 6w — 0-22. Af_B is proportional to vMV/i which makes it small, but very 
sensitive to sin1 Sir. Rewriting the couplings in terms of sin* 6w we find at the 

and 

1 5 Ar~B = •"*» 
(9) 

Hence the statement that a measurement of A^_B provides substantia] sensitivity 
to sin* fa. 

From equations (7) and (8) applied to e+c~ -* Z° -» c+c~ one finds 

3o»U; 

and 

From these two equations one can determine ac and vt but not their relative sign. 
Is it possible to measure the relative sign? The answer is yes, as long as one can 
measure the fermion polarization of one of the charged / / final states. It turns 
out that the only practical final state for a polarization measurement is r + r~. 
Since parity is violated in the neutral current interaction, even in the absence of 
e* beam polarization, the Za is produced polarized as are its decay products. 
The polarization P is given by 

Now the ratio 

is independent of the final state fermton couplings and measures directly the 
relative sign of vt ind ac- By measuring R' ' , A'FB and the r polarization 
one finds o, and ve and their relative sign. Then from W *• , A"F_B, R' ' , 
A'p_B one can obtain the [t and r axial and vector couplings. In this way the 
universality of the weak interactions is checked. In addition each measurement 
of a vector coupling provides a measurement of sin Bar. 

There remains one important issue which I have avoided but which is im
portant to raise at this juncture. We have calculated the cioss section for 
e"*t~ —» 2° —*• / / in lowest order. However there are important weak ra
diative effects arising from one-loop diagrams such as are shown in figure 7. 
In order to compare the measurements at the 2° with the Standard Mode), 

we must take these effects into ac-
(•* ( «* f count. To give you a feeling for their 

Z" ^ 2 ^ Z° / magnitude, inclusion of these one-
IODP diagrams changes (raises) the 
Z" mass by about 31%. Happily ( H" 

*•" "'e,u,T,q) „,,., these effects have been calcualted by 
Fig. 7. One-loop weak radiative correc- several authors10 and there is good 
tions to the process e*e~ -+ Za -* 5 J. agreement on their size. The exact 

10 
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al measurement will depend crucially 
. Hence application of a Monte Carlo 
lationa, is the most reasonable way to 
•rograms - with both weak and elec-
developed for both SLC and LEP. In 
le to check, the validity of the radiative 
•i made at the Z°. 

RONMENT-
OR DETECTORS 
- "factories'1 - what kind of detectors 
>een studied in many workshops and 
: of these workshops in references 11, 
tures of the environment, particularly 
basic production process is shown in 

ming convention is given in the figure 
uduced states decay. The final states 
: e + e~ , ji+<i~ are stable and result 

+ in opposite sign, high energy (~ Ei) 
back-to-back leptqns. The typical 

: decays of the other produced states 
are shown schematically in figure 9. 
A quick glance at figure 9 and one 
realises that what is needed at the 
Z° is a detector capable or a) mea-

1 Buringthe properties . ': taergy 
. jets b) measuring and tagging elec

trons and muons over a wide range 
of momenta both in isolation and 
in the presence of high energy jets 

e and c) measuring the total energy 
** and momentum in the event as an 
' . indicator of the missing energy and 

transverse momentum of i/*s. 

Mid mu)ti-lepton events which demands 
•ted over as large a solid angla as possl-
entum carried by hadrons, Uptons and 
'rons. Notice the large dynamic range 
must do an equally good job at high 
r- (leading) particles carry Information 

Fig. B. Typical decays which result Fig. 10. Momentum distribution for 
from the process in figure 4. The Bym- different particle species produced in the 
bol g stands for a gluon, I for lepton. decay of 2° —• hadrons. 

about the quark flavor and the fragmentation process, while the intermediate 
and low energy particles provide information about the decay chains and the 
energy flow. Typical multiplicities for the Za -* hadrons are 22 charged particler 
and 23 photons per event - jet multiplicities on the order of 11 charged particles 
and 11 photons. In addition this multiplicity is highly collimated - most jets are 
contained in a £ 10° cone. Figure 11 shows the angle between various particle 
species and the event jet axis. The distribution peaks at ~ 2° for photons and 
hadrons. Hence a detector will have to possess fine segmentation both in the 
charged tracking and the calorimetry. 

Studjes11 of reconstruction of Kg, Zfi, D*, measurement of the invariant 
cross sec(.ion Sdc/dx (at high x), measurement of the T- polarization lead to the 
conclusion that a momentum resolution of ct/p £ 0.3 P (GeV/c) is needed. Ln 
order to separate leptons from hadrons cleanly will require rejection of hadrons at 
a level of > 10 s. This can be understood in simple terms as follows. The average 
charge multiplicity is 10/jet and the typical semi-leptonic branching fraction 
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Fig.ll.Dktritintic«eftl>eai^withrespectto 
tlwjetiddBlordifletenti^rtlcletpeclMinZ0-' 

" .' Aadron events. 

(B(« -» t tvx)) is.lOjg, Buee in hsdronU events one will have, on avenge, one 
e*, !•* per 100 charged hadron*. Having a Signal to stelae of 10 e±, «;* pet 1 
hadnm requires a. rejection, of badwej at thelA* leveL A ftnl Mae&ement tor a 
Rood detector in the now energy regime of the * • , is the abilirj to search for free 
quarts. This can be dona by a) meaanrmg the ionization of charged particles in 
a gas chamber (dE/ds) which measures charge directly or by b) using time of 
Bight to look for massive particles. 

Kae«iispo3sibJetodeBign4Tdetaetonwhic]iare'eo^tomoetoftherlgoTi: 

cf the environment described here. Although diverse in their approaches to the 
problenist the four LBP, detectors and the .SLD ahonld do an excellent job of 
studying the Z°>i?hyslci'. -The MARsT'lI upgrade is a more modest approach 
designed to be ready far the early start of the SLC Its mam drawback is Us 
lack of .hadron caJorimetry and hadronic particle identification. However as a 
survey detector, it will do most physics very well. For completeness a list of 
the detector proposals is given in reference 12 and a schematic of the upgraded 
MARK II detector is gtvsa in figure 12. 

» 

Fig. 12. A schematic of the Upgraded MARK II detector. 
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6. TESTING THE STANDARD MODEL AT THE Z° 
6 .1 MEASUREMENTS OF THE 2 ° MASS AND WIDTH 

' We recall Enom section 4 that,'with the exception of particle masses, the 
Electro-Weak sector of the Standard Model is entirely specified by knowing a, Gf 
and Mz- a and Gp are known very precisely13 (to better than 1 part in 10s) and 
presumably then the Gist task at the SLC and LEP will be to make & precise 
measurement eSMg. To date, the best measurement of Mg is provided by the 
UA2 group" of Ms = (93.6 ± 2.6 ± 1.3) GeV. 

To measure Ms requires mapping out the resonance shape by running the 
machine at discrete energy settings in the neighborhood of OS GeV. The MARK U 
group15 has made a study of optimum strategies for such an energy scan. Vari
ables used to differentiate different scans are the number of scan points, the 
energy Btep and the amount of data logged at each point. Several optimum 
strategies were found; an example of one has 0 scan points, each 750 MeV apart 
and requiring 100 n b _ I or 3000 equivalent Z° events. Even at a low average 
luminosity of 2 x 10 5 8 e m - 1 sec - 1 , this would only take two calender months. 
Based on statistics alone, such a scan would yield the following errors: 

fiAfe = 45MeV/e ,

> 4T* = 135MeV and oJfe = 3 .5» . 

These numbers are impressive, especially the error on the mass. What would 
the systematica in the mass measurement be? Initial state radiation will shift 
the Z° mass peak down by about 250 MeV/c1 - however this can be accurately 
calculated to within about 10 MeV/c*. Energy dependent arm in the luminosity 
monitor measurement wilt change the line shape. However typical errors of this 
type (2%) would lead to small (10 MeV/c9) errors in the mass determination. 
There are other effects; however the dominant effect will be the knowledge of 
trie e + and e"~ beam energies. Recognising the potential limitation, two energy 
measuring spectrometers have been designed'5 for the SLC e + and. e~ beam 
dump areas which will be capable of measuring Jut . to 0.0596. This translates 
into a systematic uncertainty of 45 MeV/c* in Ms. For normalization 6Mz = 35 
MeV/e* corresponds to an error in sin1 % of 0.00031 

So it appears that with relatively little running, a few months at a very mod
est SLC luminosity, Ms will be very accurately determined. Now if we believe 
the one-loop radiative correction calculations discussed in section 4, then we can 
input this accurate measurement of Mi into the Monte Carlo simulation mode] 
and all Electro-Weak measurakles and distributions should be very accurately 
predicted. (There will be effects arising from the unknown top and neutral Biggs 
masses. These will be discussed later - for almost all subsequent discussions 
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these can safely be ignored.) In particular we can use the Monte Carlo to predict 
the Z° line shape. How do the predicted width and peak cross section agree 
with data? New physics (including here the t quark) will change both of these 
quantities from the model predictions. Table HI summarizes (he changes in Tz 
for various hypotheses. The combined measurements of Tz and Bg provided by 
the scan would have sensitivity to the presence of several of these alternatives. 
The exact nature of the anomalous width and cross section would not be revealed 
of course; we consider later how each one of those alternatives and others can be 
distinguished by looking at the event topologies. 

TABLE JH 

Channel Change in Tz 

MeV 

"P 160 

L+L~, ML = 30 GeV/c 5 36 

qq, Mq = 30 GeV/C 3 , Q = - 1 / 3 211 

qq, M, = 40 GeV/C 1 , Q = - 1 / 3 109 

qq, Af, = 30 GeV/C 1 , Q = 2/3 144 

Another way to measure Tg is to recall from section 4 that for any / / final 
state: 

Hence for each / / state one gets 
dTz 1 <to// 

. Tg 2 aff ' 

Given an accurate measurement of Mz, the major experimental uncertainty will 
come from the luminosity measurement which can safely be done to < 5%. This 
would yield an error BTz < ' ° MeV per / / species. With a sample of 20,000 
Z°'t the statistical error of both u+M~ slid c+e~ would be significantly less than 
that coming from the luminosity and, by adding these two channels, a SO MeV 
measurement of the width would be possible. Referring again to table m, this 
would be a powerful indicator of new physics! 

In summary then, with relatively little data, one can measure Tz in two 
independent ways each one of which will yield an error ~ 50 MeV, these errors 
each being significantly smaller than the contribution of one v species. 
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6.2 ^ CEABOBD LEFTONPINAI. STATES 

• We new ttira coa attention to what can be leamt.ta 
Much can be,leant frim-studying the chmrged kpton'final »Ute». To do this 
we mutt batata eventa i f the type"gf,'i* :

: e + «- , i»+ft~ and t t r - . Thb 1* a 
lather ataph experimental task and fat routinely done at P£P end PETRA. The 
experimental problems are even easier at the ,2°. For the e+e - and fitji" final 
states one requireatwuoppositedgn, charged partklei which are *ba^k-to-baek' 
and carry the foil beam energy. Electrons are; trivially distinguished from moons 
using a rudimentary electromagnetic shower counter. To measure that the tracks 
have opposite f b ^ renins only a nwdestmoimentum precision of Oy/D* «• 155 — 
all the CEP and SLC detectors will do far better than tlus. These chenneb have 
high rates (fl(Z°'.'-» tft') = S9Q and there are no background problems. To 

'identify On t*r~ final atateone wtlt probablyrequire_'»topology fa which the 
onefdeeaaitoaamgta'chaig^pwia^ 
other r decays to thma charged prooga andaa^iraimSerctfneiitrab (B(r-» 3 
chargedprongs = 1 6 ^ ) . TJhjaghee'a very clean r + r~ sample e t a rate of 3% 
X(2XO,S4XO!.16)SBHS. Ben«et]ieT+T~n^etatewulceatrwatobilc«iBatiaa 
with a etatbtkal weight of e* i/S lea* than #+#r or «•«- . 

Consider now our. eanonleal 10* produced ' 2 % which will provide 30,000 
»+tt~ events. The asymmetry measurement will suffer a statistical error of 
(v^u.Ma)- 1 as .005. Hence (see equations (8) and (9)) 

.:'••. SA XOS „ : 

A .043 '":.;. 
a n d : , •••: • ; , - " • - • • 

Assuming am* » V = 012, «(em*IV) = X017I (Notice this b aboot an order of 

experiment.) Themeaantementeiroi tor the coupling constants b obtained after 
laborious propagation of etrara which we omit here but are found in reference 
l i b page 2& 

6 (»/*) '«0.008 for ; et«~;-1»+|»~ . 
The measuramenta for the f + r " channel wiil be less precise by about v ^ as 
discussed above. 

Notice now that we have a measurement of iwj (am1 *V) M»d at taut two 
mors measurements of sin'*n'. Hence we are able to check the validity of the 
weak radiative correction calculations which, until now, we have assumed to be 
correct. Their effect was to modify am* 6w by 1%. 

» 

The measurement of A", BP* and Rn amounts to counting the number 
of events in each category, nuking a correction for inefficiencies and normaliz
ing to the luminosity. Typically these measurements can be done So £ 655, the 
main' limitation arising from the normalization. As we mentioned earlier, the 
final' Ingredient needed to measure the couplings b the measurement of the T 
polarisation. Thta b best done using the decay r -* xi/, although the leptonie 
decays r -» *itv and r -*.ptnr are abo useful. With modest particle Identifica
tion the different r modes can be identified. The measurable sensitive to the r 
polarisation b the »* or t* momentum spectrum. For a r of polarization Pr the 
fractional momentum of the a- in the decay r — nv'u given by 1 8 

g = l+P,(2*r-l) 

wnera a> a 3£C/£CJB.. The average value of *»U 

(«,)=C3 + Pr)/« 

and hence a measurement of {x„) yields P r . Likewise" for r -»tvV. 

g = |t«-*4+««4+iv(i-fcS+iS)l 
and 

(xj) = ( r - f r ) / 2 0 . 

So for the r -» « f measurement we can select two prong and four prong events 
as shown in figure 13. One must now ensure that the single IT'S are indeed 
irV This involves making anie that the track is neither a muon nor an elec
tron. The separation of pious from moons and elections in sncb a lowmntti-
p^;ity environment b eaay particularly for momenta above 1 GeV/c All the 

LEP and SLC detectors will be able 
»»"e"MT«" t ^***** *° i n s ' e a good separation. In anV 

!••• 101 (b) ., 
Fig. 13. Event topologies which could imental details of the measurement 
be used to study the decay r* -» X*VT are discussed in detail la reference 
via the production process Z° -* r+r - . l i b page 103 and we will borrow 
In (a) the T~ decays to a single charged liberally from that discussion. We 
prong, whereee in (b) the T" is envisaged should remind ourselves that Pt = 
as decaying to three charged pious. -2oro T/(a| 4- v\) a /(sin* 6W) so 

dition making a good determination 
of {*) requires a momentum preci
sion of dar/j? £ 0.69?. The exper-
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that a mCT«n»ni!Bt rf J°T fa aho » meMutement of m ' t y . In particular if 
•itt**Vr = l /4 , lP r s a Figure 14 allows the predicted iW/Ac spectra, tar differ
ent values of. sm*eW- The sbmt)a^» dfaeossed m reference l i b used 10* 3°1s 
and a detector with paiaiiietrosirn^ Figure 

\15 shows the simulated experimental momentum spectre for the decay plan and 
lepton where sin1 9H» has been stttp.0.8S. Promthese spectra, the average values 
obtainedarey;--:r".0<> ,';':'" '/"',L'̂ -

'•/;•• r:- {*„) '• Msa'tbjwe 

- The solid fines on the figoire correspoad tothe theoretical curves ton figure 14 
and demonstrate haw the nj^'win'mentiirn resolution (op/p9 «• 0JS% for this 
simulation) distorts this high'* e^'cfftiwmectrihn. 

•I i l ' l 

•in* SffiO.23 

• * » • 

0.4 0.6 0.B 0.2 0.4 0,6 aB ' 1.0 1.2 
• •E/Ebiem .™..< 

Ftg. 14. Momentum spectra tor r Fig. 15. The solid lines are taken from 
decay products lor different values of figure 14 with sin" *V «• 0.83. The data 
su'eV (a) for charged ketone arising points reault tram a 4 
from r-^eVJ>aad(b) for pious arising tion whkh includes 

For the decay channel r-> sv, F r=><3(x)- 3 sad therefore fira tlih sime-
Jatfcm. 

iV»0.11 

« V = W(x) •= 0X136 . 

Also from the previous discussion we have 

AT

F_Ba 0.043 ±0.008. 

We obtain the relative sign of a, and v, from the ratio 

Clearly our ability to tell the relative sign is United hy the PT meesniement and 
hence for this toy experiment one would determine the relative sign of v t and a, 
to % 3o from the decay r -»**». Additional statistical power would come from 
the decay modes r —» evP and T -* ftt/P. 

From Ji' ' and Ay±B one obtains Si and ve, their relative sign, earning 
from the additional measurement of P r. Measuring JP , + » r

1 R'*'~', A"^ and 
AJJg wl|l then provide the /J~ and r~ vector and axial vector couplings. Having 
measured all the couplings provides further cheeks on the Standard Model and 
in particular of the universality of the Weak Interactions. 

•- Now Hfe becomes much easier if one baa a longitudinally polarised electron 
(or position) beam. As we discussed in section 2, the SIC is expected to have 
a loagrtaettnally polarized e~ beam with polarization Pe- i. 50%. In addition, 
on a pulse by pulse basis, the sign of the polarization can be switched bom left 
to right. Wow one can do a very simple experiment namely to measure the total 
crots section for left polarized electrons (ox) and that for right polarized electrons 
(ffjt). These cross sections will not he equal and we can form an asymmetry 

CL + eg W + «?) 

Recognise that At-R immediately gives the relative sign of nc and ae thus obviat
ing the need for the r polarization measurement. In addition this is a very simple 
arperhnent to perform and, unlike the measurement of AF-B, all the 2° decay 
(except *° - » t * of course) events can be used and statistics are no problem at 
aO. For JP(- <- 0J> and ain'eV = 022, At-R - 12SS - three times larger than 
Af^a, So it will be much easier to measure At-g on the 2° peak than Al

F_B. 
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The error in A^R is dominated by the measurement error in Pc— How do 
we measure Pt-1 Two polarunetera will be built1 7 for the SIC one of which is 
designed to achieve a 1% measurement of Pr. If 196 were actually achieved, one 
would find from 

J ^ S*L-R _ *fi- ^ T.3g(sui*far) 
;, AU-R :. fP*- ~ • ' s in 1 *^ 

that ((sin'fiV) = 0.0003. If we consider a more conservative starting error of 
SP,-/Pt- ~5%, we find 6(sin1 *W) ft» 0.0015. Notice that to get similar precision 
for AF-B would take 10 times more running! One begins to see why polarized 
e~ beam at the SLC is a powerful tool. Further examples will follow in the later 
sections. '.".".'. •'•-'""! 

6.3 SEARCHING FOR THE TOP QUARK 

How about searching for the particles which should be present in the min
imal Standard Model but have not been observed - namely the top quart and 
the neutral Eiggs boson. We discussed already that we might have an indication 
from the width measurement that top was being produced at the Z°. To make 
sure that we Have a new, heavy quark being produced at the Z° is quite simple, 
requiring rather tittle data, as long as the quark mass is !s 40 GeV/c'. Estab
lishing the quark charge (2/3 or —1/3) is more or a challenge but, with enough 
data, this too seems possible. 

As we saw in figure 6, the production of rf falls with increasing mass. However 
the experimental problems of isolating If events become easier with increasing 
mass. Hence, as we shall see, one has roughly equal sensitivity to finding top in 
the mass range from Aft = 25 GeV/c3 to 40 GeV/c1. There are too straight
forward ways to isolate IT events from hadronic events produced via the S light 
quark species. One way is to look at the shape of the events and the other is to 
measure the transverse momentum (Pi) (measured relative to the quark axis) of 
leptons produced in the aemi-leplonic decay of the t quark. Bath methods work 
because the top quark is so much heavier than the 5 known quarks, which in 
turn have masses «C Mgs. 

In the former approach suppose we run at the Z°, collect hadronie events 
(72% of Z° decays) and do a sphericity shape analysis11 on the events. Hadronic 
events are very simple to isolate because of their high multiplicity and large de
tected energy. They will be isolated with high efficiency and no background. The 
sphericity analysis will provide three orthogonal axes, two of which define a plane 
- the event plane - which is the plane which contains most of the momentum of 
the detected particles. The aplanarity is a measure of the momentum sat of the 
event plane. Because transverse momentum (Pi) is limited in the fragmentation 
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process and because the 5 known quarks will all have high velocities in Z" decay, 
the events containing the 5 known quarks will have small aplanarity. However if 
a heavy quark is produced it will have a low velocity, and thr same limited Pt 

will result in a considerably larger aplanarity. 
The second approach uses the fact that the t quark will have copious (— 10%) 

semileptonic decays. Again because of their heavy mass and low velocity, the 
leptons arising from such decays make a large angle with respect to the quark 
(jet) direction. This can be contrasted with leptons arising from the 5 known 
quarks. Bather than measuring the decay angle, we choose to use the transverse 
momentum relative to the quark direction (Pi). In an experiment the sphericity 
(or thrust) axis is a good measure of the qQ direction and momenta are usually 
measured relative to this axis. The muons (or electrons) coming from the tt events 
will have substantially larger Pt than the corresponding leptons from the lighter 
quarks. This second approach is preferred since it is much less sensitive to the 
Monte Carlo assumptions concerning higher order QCD effect (gluon radiation). 

The MARK If Croup19 has studied these two methods for isolating top at 
the SLC. The simulations were done using the LUND Monte Carlo program. 
Figure IS shows the aplanarity distribution for the 5 light quarks arising from 
10* Z° decays and the additional contribution which would result from the pro
duction of tl with Mt = 40 GeV/c l. One sees a clear ff signal for aplanarities 
> 0.12. Similarly figure 17 contrasts the lepton Pt relative to the thrust axis for 
leptons arising from the light quarks and the tl everts (Aft = 40 GeV/c1). For 
this plot an aplanarity cut of > 0.02 has been applied. A clear (f signal is seen. 
The results of this study are shown in table IV from which we can see that by 
combining both aplanarity and lepton Pi information, 10 s Z°'s should be enough 
to indicate that a new heavy quark (M & 40 GeV/c3) was being produced at the 
SLC. With 10* events there would be little doubt. Vfi Z°'s is 4 days of running 
atZ = 10 1 »cm- a sec- 1 . 

For studying tTevents, we note that the high Pt tag will provide — 10* (f/106 

I30'B, with the additional attractive feature that the sign of the leptcn's electric 
charge distinguishes the j vs q source for the lepton. This is crucial for studying 
the charge asymmetry A'F_B. 

How about measuring the t quark mass? A measurement with an accuracy 
of a few GeV will result from fitting the shapes of the aplanarity and Pi spectra. 
This method however suffers from the fact that it relies heavily on the input 
to the Monte Carlo hi particular to how one models the quark fragmentation 
process and the higher order QCD effects. Measuring the jet mass doesn't work 
well because with the "fat" tt events, assignment of particles to the t and f is 
ambiguous and the tT production direction is not well specified, especially for 
large t masses. In principle the best method of determining the [ quark mass is 
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to retnni to figure 6, the t quark' threshold curve. If one could find out where 
one was on the curve, one could "read of* Aft- This method in discussed fully 

' in reference 20,- briefly here. , , 

utBto {duiMI 
«lKM(uuhatfed) 

APLANARrrr>aoz 

» 30 
APLANARITY 

20 
R RELATIVE TO THRUST AXIS (B*V/c) 

• I T T * * 

Fig. 16. The aplanarity distribution, Fig. 17. The f l spectrum for leptons 
for hadronic events at the Z° contrut- arising from Z° decays to the five light 
tag the contribution from the five light, quarks (shaded) contrasted with lep-
quarks (shaded) with that coming from : tons arisingfrom Z" -*ti with Aft = 
2°-nrwhereAii=4bGeV/c». :«GeV/e». 

TABLEiy 
# Event) 
Produced. 

: Detected # 
Events with 

Aplanarity> 0.12 

# e./i with 
P f >3GeV/cand 
Aplanarity > 0.02 

Background; LUND vtiseb 7200 9 17 

if; A* = 30 GeV/c? 631 46 146 

tf;Mt = 35GeV/c* 452 64 131 

«f;M = 40GeV/e* . 26S 88 88 

«f;Afi=45GeV/c* 83 . 13 27 

Recall p = ri(d)yr. as plotted in figure 6. Let r = Nk/N„„ where N\ is the 
number of hadronic events and JVW is the number of n+ti~ events. Then 

, . Tap T* 

where I"* = the hadronic width calculated in the Standard Model for 3. quark 
generations of TWUMW* colored weak isospin doublets. r w and r» are the partial 
widths for the Z° -* it+n~ and Z° - t ufl. The experiment is simple - measure r 

which provides p which from figure 6 
provides Mj. The measurement of r 
does not involve a luminosity mea
surement and should be free of sys
tematica at the 1-296 level. If we as
sume our canonical 10 s Z°, Nf, a 
730,000, Np+p- ss 31,000 and if 
sin' 9w is known, to as 0.001 then one 
obtains a t mass resolution shown in 
Eguie 18. 

_ . . „ — , . ., . . . ,. Notice that in order to use this 
Fig 18. The error m the deUrmmatjon m e t h o d o n e ^ 5 n d d e n t 

of the top quark mass as a function of the k n o w I e d t h a t , f e v e n t 8 „ e b e -
top quark mass for a sample of 10« IP d u c e d ^ ^ & m i ^ a m 

events. No systemat,c errors are mcluded m ^ o t h a g a w h j c h m ^ 
m t h u p l o t - tributingtoJVV 

Suppose such a heavy quark is found. How does one know that it is indeed 
the q = 2/3 t quark as opposed to a 4th generation q — - 1 / 3 V quark? To 
distinguish these two possibilities requires measuring A^_B which is 6.596 (13%) 
for i = 2/3 (—1/3). We will discuss this later in section 6.6. 

6.4 SEARCHING FOR THE NEUTRAL HIOGS, B° 

At the Bonn Conference in 1981, Okun said 9 1 that in his mind the outstand
ing experimental challenge was the search for scalers. He urged experimentalists 
to "drop everything' and dense cunning searches for the elusive ecalars. To date 
no search has proven successful and it is interesting to speculate how one could 
search for the 21° running on the Z°. 

The B° will couple to the heaviest fermians available and this feature will be 
used in any search for the H". The decay rate for H9 - » / / ia given by: 

«T _ GpMipm} 
«m 16W5 " 



The'decay rate depends on mj (ro/b the fennion mass) and b Isotropic. So if 
Mm < 2 W s t h e ^ » ^ d K ^ n i o B ^ t o e Z a n d r + r - . If2mi < Mm < 2Aftthen 
the B° will decay mostly to & Then conchbtone are summarized in figure 19. 

10""' 20.' -SO."' 40 
' • , ' ' • • . : m ^ : t s s y i : ' • 
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Fig, .Id. Decay modes of the neutral Higgs 
boson as a function of its mass. 

How can we search'for the S°1 The process e + e~ -* Z° -* H^B" in for
bidden by spin-statistics. The process .Z0 '7* i ^ 7 vanishes in first order because 

the Z? and 7 are,"orthogonal* - in second or
der the rate is too small to be of any practical 
use. The most promising search channel seems 
to be 2° -̂» jff°2°* - • B°t*r (see figure 20) 
which-was Erst discussed" by Bjorken and is 
also discussed in reference 23. The rate for this 
process is given by: Fig. 20. The process e +e~ - • 

dr(z°-*fl°<tc-)_ aF 
r(2»-»tt+*i~) Mf&tr 4irs.ma0ipcos*sV 

10fc» + 10A» + 1 + (Jb» - A')|(l - fc» - »») - 4fc»A»)'fr 
(l-fc*)» 

Mt+i- = Iepton pair mass 

and \ = MH'IMlt . 

T T 

This relative rate, integrated over Mtn-, is plotted as a function of Mm in fig
ure 21. Also shown for comparison b the rate for 2° -* H^f. B(2° — /t+M") = 
3%, so one sees that for Mm « 20 GeV/c1 5(Z° -» fl^e'-) « 3 x KT 8, a yield 

of 3D events for 10* Za events. Un
fortunately the rate drops off very 
rapidly with increasing B° mass and 
for masses above — 40 GeV/c' the 
measurement becomes severely rate 
limited. 

The H^PC signal must be 
uought in the presence of an enor
mous background from Za -* 
hadrons. For Mm m 20 GeV/c2 

there are ~ 10* Z" -» hadron events 
per 2° - jy°£+i- event! Luckily 
the event topology is very favorable 
and a measurement indeed seems 
possible. Many of the detector 
groups at SLC and LEP have stud
ied the experimental problems and 
their conclusions are pretty uniform. 
We chose here the study discussed in 
the MARK n proposal.19 

The favorable topology arises 
from the fact that most of the en
ergy in the process Z° — iPt+tr 
goes to the virtual Z° and hence the 

two leptons which result from the decay of the virtual Z° have very high invari
ant mass and momenta. The H° b produced with a fairly small fraction of the 
avaibble energy and will decay mostly into two quark jets. In addition there is 
very little correlation between the H° direction and the e + or e~ direction and 
in most events the e* will be well separated from the B° decay products. The 
topology b schematically shown in figure 22. 

06 

Fig. 21. The decay rate for Z° - » i f 0 e + e -
or Z° -» Hap+p- relative to &> — n*n~ 
which has a branching fraction of 3%. 
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it***: 
isource idtlndvraud comet from to* process 3fi - » i f where 

: beta tlwf sad F c W ^ 
splurirftyaxhafthehadtafcayBtm and 
the leptomt to be &300 mrad virtually 

Elsttan. tmton)' 

OuUh 

I. this background for Jajp ^ 
40 OeV/c*. Tltb cot loses vary Et-

' tie signal (a* 6%) because thcra ta 
vtrtoany no eorrelalion between the 
Abaction of the leptons -and the 
bactonk sphericity axis. 

The mass of the hadronic system 
' (the JB°) it obtained from the miss
ing man recoiling against the kfton 
pair. The experiment can be done 
with either a e+e~ or p+fT lepton 
pair providing that the energy res
olution of the leptons is sufficiently 

good to see a peak In tha mining maw. The misting maw recoiling against the 
e+<~ (fi+fi~) pair is shown In figure 38 (34) for tha MARK II simulation for Higgs 
masses of 10,2$ and 35 QaV/c'. Clear signals are seen. The main Issue for this 
measurement will be statistics. For HJIga maua of. 10, 30, 30 and 40 GeV/c 1 

one expects to have ISO, SO, 39 and 10 sTentsproduced in the jr°e+e-+.ErV>~ 
channels per 10* Z° events. 

3t%fclty"a"iiit of. 
Hit Hodrontc SrWfm , 

PMitfOfl (flnti-mitont i n i t i o 

Fig. 33.: A schematic representation of 
the topology of the 3* - • ifitttr events. 

Kg. 23. The Higga abjnal ftom 2 ° - » Fig. 34. The Higgs signal from & 
fl°e+«-. Triee«pectedba<]tajoaiidsare JfiptpT- The < 
also shown. are abo shown. 

Assuming the search was successful aad we found a j>eak ta tlie reran mass 
spectrum how do we know that we ham discovered the Biggs scalar? We would 
hare to veriTy that it decayed isotropieaBy and that the cc^rjfmgs favored the 
heavkst fenmon pair asattabja. 

* » . ' • • 

We can measure the decay angular distribution u follows. First we would 
reconstruct the two Jet directioiw from the particles awnriatfd with the jets. 
From the c^ and <~roomenta we can reconstruct PJB>. Knowing ATH< andPsj*, 
we can transform the Jet directions into the B° center of mass and plot the 
decay angular distribution. (Thismethod will work as long as we can make the 
assumption that the decay angular distribution b symmetric about 0* = 00°. 
This is because we don't know how to distinguish the Jet from the anti jet ((' 
nasi «• — #•) .and hence by plotting both we are assuming a symmetric decay 
distribution). Realistically the major problem with this procedure win be the 
tindted statistics. Optimistically one might haven50 event* to play with. 

New how about measuring If the coupling is proportional to mj? Here the 
procedure would depend on Mp. Suppose, as is likely, that JMjj. > 10 GeV/c? 
in which case B" -* iS almost exclusively (see figure 19). We will see in the next 
section that using a vertex detector one can expect to tag events containing two b 
jets with an efficiency % 80% and this with very little contamination from e jets. 
This can be done because the 6 quark has a long measured (~ psec) lifetime. So 
one would subject the Hal+i~ candidate events to this test and if indeed half 
(= tag efficiency) the events ware tagged as having a 1 jet, one would feel fairly 
confident that tha B° decayed predominantly to 65, If MR* < 10 GeV/c1 the 
obvious signal ta look far would bt H° -> r*t~. 

To summarize the B" search then, it is probable that if MB* £ 40 GeV/e1 it 
can be found at the 2° . We will require a machine with excellent luminosity -
{£) > 10* cm -* see - 1 - and a detector with good electromagnetic calorimetry 
and/or momentum resolution. All the LEP and StC detectors appear capable 
of doing this measurement. With sufficient statistics (& 50 events) the B° decay 
angular distribution and coupling can probably be inferred. 

6 . s WHAT W I I L W E LEARN FROM Z° — HADRONS? 

An obvious question'is can we learn anything form 2° - • bedraas which 
cannot be obtained from PETR A ( £ „ , . £ 48 GeV) and PEP ( W & 36 GeV)? 
The answer is yes and probably the main reason is that the 2° offers a very 
lane statistical advantage over the PEP and PETRA machines. At present 
the largest PEP/PBTBA neuronic dataset la the MARK II which has 100/100 
hadmaic events at a PEP energy of £,.«. = 30 GeV. It has taken three yeara to 
accumulate this date end the present performance of PEP is that a good PEP 
year b worth 60,000 hadronic events. Contrast thb with the expectation that 
a good 8LC/LEP year wfll yield w 180 X 10* hadronk events or 3C times aa 
much aa PEP. So there will be a considerable improvement in statistics. We now 
examine some of the physks which wPl be covered. (We should note that at 
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present the PEP machine is being upgraded. It will return to service in Fall 8T 
with an expected improvement in {£} of a factor of 5.) 

QCD Tests 

As discussed by the authors.in reference 34 (and probably many others) the 
QCD corrections to the 2 ° hadronic final states are exactly those calculated for 
lower energy r + e ~ interactions. In particular one recovers the familiar Stennan-
Weinberg formula. All the usual low energy tools like sphericity, thrust, etc. 
are equally useful at the Z°. The familiar 3 jet Dalits plot distributions for 
e+e~ —» Z° —* qqg are the same as for the continuum: 

a » r ( ^ ^ 3 j e t e ) = r z 0 _ < h a d r ^ 2 a < ( M g ) W + 4 ) 
dxidxi :.. .. ... • 3» ( X - * i ) ( l — i j ) 

where i , (*' = 1,2,3) are the fractional parton energies (x,- = 2Ef/Ec.m.] and 
J2i z> = 2. We can study the three jet events at the Z° in much the same way 
as we study them at PETRA and PEP. These studies will probably be easier at 
the Z° because the jet cone angles will be ~ 2-3 times smaller ( e l/£jet) ^an 
at PEP or PETRA. Hence the problems of which particles belong to which jet 
should be easier. This will provide more reliable measurements of r;, quark and 
gluon jet multiplicities and jet directions. In addition the efficiency for finding 
well reconstructed 3 jet events should be higher than at lower energies. And of 
course there will be a copious supply of 3 jet events. Simulations have shown 
that about 60% of the produced three jet events are cleanly reconstructed which 
would yield about 5 X 10* reconstructed 3 jet events/10* produced Z°'a. By 
contrast the MARK II has about 5 x 10 s reconstructed 3 jet events and many 
of the PETRA results at 34 GeV have been published on £ 1000 3 jet events. 
Back to what we will learn. ' •' 

We will try to measure a„ a task which has been difficult at lower e + e~ 
energies.35 Part of the problem with the lower energy measurements has been 
understanding the QCD corrections and removing the model dependence. Com
bining the new data at Et,m, — Mge with the low energy data will allow one to 
measure some of these effects which are now parametrized in a variety of mod
els, a, would be measured using the same techniques as at lower energies (see 
reference 25 as an example) namely studying the Dalits plot distributions, or 
measuring the ratio of 3 jet to 2 jet events, or measuring particle energy correla
tions, event shapes, etc. I expect the model dependent problems encountered at 
lower energies will be much improved at the 2° . However new model dependent 
effects may prove troublesome, an example of which is the appearance, at higher 
energies, of many soft gluons. I would not speculate with confidence that a, will 
be more easily measured at the Z° , but in all probability things will be better. 
With many reconstructed jets at energies hitherto not available in e +e~ , more 
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information will be gained on the parton fragmentation process. In particular 
the question of whether quarks and gluons fragment differently can be studied. 
It has been argued In many places (see reference 26 for but a few) that for highly 
perturbative parton regimes (high energy partons) gluon jets should be consid
erably broader than quark jets. This is an important test because it arises from 
the gluon self-coupling which relates directly to the non-abelian nature of QCD. 
The difference in the fragmentation of quarks and gluons comes about from the 
fact (see figure 25) that the color charge at the triple gtuon vertex is 9/<Hhs 
larger than at Che quark-quark-gluon vertex. The ratio of the cone angle & (a la 
Sterraan and Weinberg) of a glnon and a quark jet is given roughly by 

6,{E)v «,(£)«/» 

where 6 is measured in radians. The 
) / cone angle S is such that most (<£ 60%) 

<-T of the parton energy is contained in 
~q 7 <T the cone. At the Z° one expects S,, as 

"Colo- Charge" •- 3 "Color Charge" = 1/3 1 0 ° w h i c h w o u l d i m P I v a i l U O I > J e t ° f 

the same energy would have 6C « 27°. 
Such large differences should be seen 

Fig. 25. The contrasting "strengths" easily and the Z° 3 jet events should 
of the triple gluon vertex and the quark- provide a meaningful test of differences 
quark-gluon vertex. in quark and gluon jets. 

Flavor Tagging 
We have already seen earlier in this section that tievents can easily be tagged 

using event shape parameters or high Pt Uptons, The advantage of the high Pt 
tag" is that the sign of the lepton charge Sags which jet is t and which is the 
I. The importance of this will become apparent soon. Studies by the MARK 
II Upgrade Group 1 9 have shown that the high Pi lepton tag has high efficiency 
for selecting tT events and in addition backgrounds (from 65 mainly] are small. 
Requiring a high Pt lepton they find s= 10* tagged t f /10 8 Z°'s with a background 
of < 10%. 

Bow about tagging oS events? The B meson appears 3 7 to have a lifetime on 
the order of 1 psec. At the Z°, they will travel 10CT sa 3 mm on average before 
they decay. The decay particles of the B meson, when extrapolated back towards 
the primary vertex, will appear to "miss" the primary vertex (see figure 26). The 
amount by which they "miss" is called the impact parameter, b. Large impact 
parameter tracks will signal the decay of a long lived particle. From simulations 
one finds that for TB = 1 0 ~ M sees typical tracks from B meson decay in Z° -* 45 
events have 6 £ 200 ft. This can be Contrasted with expected measurement errors 
of 50-100 fi. In a study done by the MARK II Upgrade Group,' 8 efficiencies of 
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> 50% were found for tagging events of the type Z° -* lit. The technique 
used was to require at least 3 tracks in a jet with > 3ai where <r* was the er
ror in the measurement'of the track's impact parameter. Multiple scattering in 

the apparatus walls can cause tracks 
Secondoryvt'tea 
B * — IChorgtd 
P'Ono,!. 

to have large impact parameters and 
hence provide bogus tagging infor
mation. Requiring three tracks with 
a substantial impact parameter alle
viates this problem. In addition the 
invariant mass of the three large im
pact parameter tracks was required 
ta.be > 1.95 GeV/c* which elimi
nates almost all background from D 
decays: The tagged 6E events sam
ple was found to have < 10% back
ground from non IB events. 

b • Import Parameter of 1hc 
B Meson Decoy Product 

Fig. 26. The production and subsequent 
decay of a B meson indicating the primary 
vertex, secondary vertex and the impact 
parameter b of one of the B decay tracks. 

Using this efficiency as prototypical, one would expect 6.8 x 10* tagged 1$ 
'- events/10° Z° events.. If in addition one required an electron or a muon to 
. distinguish quark and antiquark b jets, one would have a tagging efficiency or 

about 8 "x 10 s 4S/10" Z° events. 
• i ' :• So it seems as if one will be able to tag 6 and ( jets at the SLC and LEP with 

impressive event yields. What physics can. be done? Clearly the fragmentation 
. process, both longitudinal and transverse, for heavy quarks can be studied. Jet 
multiplicity can be studied. Comparisons with low energy data will provide 
additional information on the fragmentation process. 
'_'•: The B lifetime will be measured with better precision and better statistics 

than at PEP. Current rg measurements rely on !S 1000 events which affects not 
only the statistical error in TB hut also limits the ability of the experiments jto 
understand their systematica. Presently the systematic* are limiting the mea
surements at the — 25% level. We can use the tagged frl events to measure the B 
meson lifetime and divide the events into two jets. The one jet will provide the 6 
jet tag as discussed above. The other jet can be used in an unbiased way to mea
sure the B lifetime. Estimates from simulations done by the MARK II Upgrade 
Group indicate that using the same method employed at PEP" a systematic 
error of ~ 5% should be achieved for Tfl. 

With tagged ei and rf events we could measure the charged 2/3rds and 
—l/3rd quark couplings. Recall (section 4) that if we measure 

"petal 
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we can obtain a, and vq. (We are assuming a„ vc are measured as discussed 
earlier in this section.) With a tagged sample of bb~ and ti we can make these 
measurements. For the forward-backward asymmetry we need to distinguish 
q from fj, so we will have to use events with an electron or muon. Even with 
this restriction the statistical errors in the measurement of the couplings will be 
Is 2% for 10 s Z° events. The Jtj measurement requires an accurate measurement 
of luminosity which will be possible at the < B% level. In order to determine 
the quark direction one will use the thrust axis. At the Z° this will be well 
determined (except for it as Aft -• 40 GeV/c !) and should not effect the quality 
of the measurement of AF_B. It will be very important to have good detector 
coverage at small $ angles. The solid angle (25% of 4ff) for which S < 40° 
contains as much asymmetry information as the remaining 75% of 4JT. Based 
on those considerations, I would expect one could measure the 6 couplings to 
^ 10%. AF_B is a little bit trickier, especially as Aff -• 40 GeV/c 2. In this case 
it becomes harder to define the thrust axis and the correlation between the sign 
of the lepton charge and the parent (t or f) becomes weaker. Nonetheless in the 
MARK jj simulation19 of AF_B for Afi = 40 GeV/c !, a 4<r effect was seen for an 
equivalent sample of 3 X 10 s produced Z°'B. These measurements of Ah

F_g and 
A'f_B will constitute important tests of the Standard Model in the quark sector. 

; We return now to the question posed earlier. Suppose we discover a new 
heavy quark at the SLC or LEP. How do we know its charge? Is it the t or a tf? 
The key is the difference in the couplings. Simple substitution using the values 
in table I gives 

Al

F_B = 6.5% 

and 
^ - , 3 = 13% -

The simulation discussed above provides a ~ 4o differentiation for 3 x 10s pro
duced Z°'«. 

The tagged 65 sample will be an excellent place to search for mixing in the 
neutral B meson system. The method would be to search for hadronic events 
which contain leptons of the same sign in opposite hemispheres. This would 
result from the production of B°B0 where, through mixing, the B" (5°) evolves 
to a £° (fl°). Both B mesons are then required to decay semi-leptoriically. 

Very little mixing is expected19 to occur in the Bv mesons. However maximal 
(100%) mixing could be possible in the B, mesons. We can make a erode estimate 
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of the number of same sign dileptonB we would have for 10 8 Z°'a. Assuming that 
the mixing is maximal in the B, system, that the fraction of B, produced is 15% 
and that fl(4 '-* tx) = 1096 one would have: 

•'/•'# same sign «*e* = (.1)' x (.15) x 7 x 10* 
=£100 . 

Here 10 s Z°'B will provide ~ 400 same sign dilepton (ee, nn and ip) events. 
The: backgrounds for these events should he small because the hadron rejection 
capabilities of the SLC and LEP detectors will be excellent. Charm backgrounds 

"' are all but eliminated by the tb tag as explained above. The SLC and LEP could 
well be the best hunting ground in the near future for B" — B° mixing effects. 

7. Z° PHYSICS BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL 

Possibly to most interesting physics at the 2° will be the surprises. Certainly 
we all hope so! How about some "predictably" surprises - namely things which 
spoil the tidy Standard Model predictions? 

7.1 NON-MINIMAL HIGGS SCHEME; SEARCHING FOR CHARGED AND 
NEUTRAL HIQGS 

We have, until now, considered the minimal Higgs structure of one Higgs 
doublet. However there is nothing in the Standard Model which prevents us 
from having more than one Higgs doublet. With two Higgs doublets (8 fields) 
one gives up three of these fields to produce masses for the W± and Z°, leaving 
5 physical Higgs particles. They are: 

Two neutral seal are flf/J^ 
One pseudoacalar h" (the axion in some models) 

and two charged pseudoscalara H+,B~ 

For decay purposes the usual scalar rule applies - couplings are largest for the 
heaviest fermlon decay products permissable. 

The search for the two neutral scalars proceeds exactly as discussed earlier 
for JET0 except that now the lower 7,5 GeV/c1 bound on the ff" mass is removed. 
Looking for £T°'s below 7.5 GeV/c ! has the advantage of increasing production 
rate (see figure 21). However at masses of a few GeV/c1, two photon backgrounds 
become a major nuisance. 
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What about searching for the B±. The only process available at the Z° 
is e+e" -* Z° -» H+H~ which has a rate of T{Z° — H+B~) = \0fe{3%) = 
lO - , 0j^ ± , where /J/f± is the charged Higgs' velocity. From PETRA measurements 
we know that Afj}± > 15 GeV/c which means that the dominant decay mode for 
the ff* will be H* -* is . (There will also be a small fraction of B^ -* T*vr.) 
So most of the events arising from £° -* S+H~ would contain four jets, two in 
each hemisphere. The major background comes from QCD 4 jet events of the 
type qqgg which occur at a rate ~ a? x 0.72 = 1.5 x 10"1. The major handle 
one has in rejection of this background is that the signal has 4 long-lived quarks 
whereas at least half the background has only two long-lived quarks. Hopefully 
a good vertex detector will provide the necessary background rejection. 

The H± mass would have to be obtained from the di-jet masses in the two 
hemispheres. Presumably one would have sensitivity up to charged Higgs masses 
of S 40 GeV/e1. 

7.2 THE GENERATION PUZZLE - SEARCHING FOR NEW GENERATIONS 

The discovery of the T and the b quark has led to a very beautiful symmetry 
between the quark and Jepton sectors. Nature at present appears to have three 
generations of both quarks and leptons. While this symmetry is indeed attractive, 
we are led to an obvious question - why three generations? Why not five or ten? 
We readily understand the need for one generation — our very being is dependent 
on it. But more than one generation seems superfluous and it is interesting to 
speculate on why nature chose to replicate itself in this strange way. 

The distinguishing generation element is mass - successive generations have 
higher masses. A perfectly defensible reason why we see three generations then is 
that the energy of our machines is not sufficient to yield the next generation(s). 
The prospect of higher energy machines implies more quarks and leptons. We 
may go to our theoretical friends and ask them where wc need to look; where 
will the next generation appear? The answer is that none or the current theories 
understands the generation puzzle and no mass predictions exist. 

The prospect of a factor of <£ 2 in available energy, plus the large rate makes 
the Z° a good place to look for hew generations. How do we search for new 
generations? There are three obvious possibilities: 

a) Search for a new charged lepton, t£, 
b) Search for a new Q = —1/3 quark, and 
c) Search for more J/'S. 

We do not include searches for Q = 2/3 quarks because if such a quark were 
found, it would satisfy our need for the top quark. Consider the search for L±. 
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diagrams are very small (see figure 28) and can be ignored. If this is done then 

where 

and 

dxdy ^ {{1 - S(l - x)/A*H» + r | / M | } 

f{XiV> 6,r*«(l-»*} 

x = 2E^/Ec.m. , y = cos A, 

Nv = # of u species . 

A measurement of oUB = / j ^ ~ dxdy measures directly the number of neu
trino species in the world! Each new species adds about 33% to ff„p. Wc need to 
chose Ec.m. sufficiently high so that the backgrounds from e +e~ -» e +e~ i are 
sufficiently small. Choosing30 f^m. = 105 GeV and integrating over y = casft, 
in the interval 20° < fl., < 160° yields the differential cross section shown in 
figure 28. We can now integrate over the Z" reflection peak, namely require 
experimentally that one sees a photon or energy 14 ±2.5 GeV. The cross section 
BO obtained is o„p = 0.025 nb for tiv = 3. Each new generation will contribute 
0„r = 0.008 nb. For (£.) = 3 X 10 3 0 c m - 1 sec - 1 the event rate is 2/day/t» species. 
A SO day run would yield 100 events/f species - easily enough to measure Nv. 

Fig. 28. The differentia! cross section 
da/dx (x — 2E1/JSe,m,) a shown as a 

Fig. 27. Lowest order Feynman dia- function of E-, for the process e +e~ -• 
grams contributing to the process -yi/P. The calculation assumes Ec.m. = 
e + e - - • -yl/P. 105 GeV. 
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rather contributions from all neutral, stable, particles which couple weakly to 
the Z°. If SUSY is correct, then Z° -» P,v, will contribute to this rale. We will 
see in the next sub-section that this potential contribution is, in all likelihood, 
considerably less than the contribution from one v species (=s 0.2NU). 

7.3 SUPBRSYMMETRY 

Since John Ellis's lectures at this School were devoted to this topic, I pro
vide here a sketchy outline of the value of the 2° machines for testing SUSY. 
Also reference 32 by Kane and Haber is an excellent primer for the uninitiated. 
There are many models and many decay schemes and what I write down here is 
presumably true in some model(s). But this doesn't mean that it is correct - i.e. 
SUSY doesn't demand it, rather the model does. 

Production cross sections for the partners of the normal fermions are char
acteristic of scalars namely 

Rii = 4RJI • 

Here « indicates a SUSY scalar whose normal partner is denoted by / . However 
there are two SUSY partners for each normal fermion so in reality 

Rr2=\*u 
and 

- ^ i j = ^ 3 sm 1 f f f f , / . dcostf 2 ' ' 
So, if JWj < Mz/2, SUSY scalar* could add significantly to the width of the Z°. 
As we said previously, if Vz >s too wide there could be many reasons for it. One 
would have to search for each possibility separately. 

Scalar leptons with Mi < Mz/2 will be copiously produced and B{Z° —» 
rt~) = 1̂ 98 03 where fi is the scalar lepton velocity. Presumably £*—»/* 7 
and, assuming the 7 is stable, one gets a very distinctive signature namely events 
at the Za which have two high energy leptons ( e + e - , u+yT or T+T~) with large 
missing Pi and energy. The presence of a stable light particle (7) in the decay 
chains of all the SUSY particles implies that SUSY events are characterized by 
missing Pt and energy. This is a key element in the search for SUSY signatures. 

For Bcalai quarks B{Z° -* ufi) = 6.6% 0 3 , fl(£° -• d~S) = 5.3% /J5 where 
0 is the quark velocity. The scalar quark will decay to a quark and a gluino 
or 7 and hence one has events with two jets which are not back to back but 
have substantial missing Pt and energy. Again this is a distinctive signature and, 
provided fi is not too small, there is copious production. 
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would yield an electron and positron in one hemisphere of the detector and 
nothing else! Even if B[P -* f , e V ^) « 1 0 - 3 , 10 s Z°'a would yield ~ 40 such 
events! Another interesting topology would be 

I—• e~o5jf L L 
i" 

yielding an electron, two quark jets and a gluino in one hemisphere and nothing 
visible recoiling against them. The electron energy is expected to be large ({P.) a 
8 GeV) making them easy to detect. Certainly, if SUSY is correct, there is a 
chance that we could see some spectacular events at the Z° . 

What about the charginos w*, h* which are the spin 1/2 partners of the 
W* and H*. Since they couple weakly, these particles look like heavy Ieptons 
Z* discussed earlier. They decay via 

fc*,te± -* W*! 

i—* &v or j? . 

The decay will be the Bame as Is*1 —• W^v except for effects arising from large 
•7 mass. How are they distinguished from £±7 Consider for the moment the 
unmixed case for which the weak couplings are 

»•= (TSL + T3R - 2Q sin' 6V) 

o = Tsr, - TJR 

with 
Tti = Tin = ±1 for to* 

I k = TJR = ±1/2 for A*. 
Hence v^t •= 1.S6, u*± — 0.56 and o ^ = a\± .= 0. So for this unmixed case 

and 

T(P> -» r+i-) ~ " 
Hence, if less massive than MM/2, charginos coutd add as much as ~ 33% toTz-
The search for it*, h* proceeds exactly u the search for L- discussed earlier. 
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experiment probe the electromagnetic part of the weak current. Hence we can 
add to Bjtc 

*«o = - J •£>+ ̂ f { f - am'tV )̂' + CJ*„} 
without conflicting any of the low energy experimental data. The only low energy 
bound lor C ia C < 4 which comes bom measurements of the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the muon. 

The lepton pair charge asymmetry measurements at PETRA and PEP probe 
the term CJ*m via the interference of the weals and electromagnetic propagators. 
However these measurements do not place stringent limits on C. The freedom 
implied by the addition of the term CJ*m permits models which extend the 
Electro-Weak gauge group to SU[2) A U(l) A $. Examples or such models are 
SU[2) A U{1) A If(l)' (references 34,37). SU(2) A U(l) A SU[2)' (reference 35) 
and SU[2)i A SV(2)R A U(\) (references 36,37). The common feature of these 
models is the presence of two Z°'E with Mg, < M& < Mz, where Mzo is the 
mass of the Z° in the Standard Model. The reason why one gets two energy 
levels is that CJ}m can be thought of as a perturbation and this perturbation 
splits the single energy level (MZo). We discuss briefly some models for which 
S - V(l) and SV{2), to illustrate how the formalism works. 

In the model discussed in reference 34 in which $ <= f ( l ) i all fermlons trans
form under SU(2) A E/(l) in the usual manner and they are invariant under 1/(1)'. 
The spontaneous symmetry breaking is achieved using a pair of complex Higgn 
fields, ^] and 4>i- The Higgs field 4>i follows the Standard Model prescription. 
However, fa, which is invariant under SU(2), has non-trivial transformations 
under (7(1) A t/(l)'. Hence we recover the same W± structure as in the Standard 
Model. However fa gives rise to an additional heavy neutral boson which can be 
associated with t/(l)'. We thus obtain 

Standard Model; SU{%) A 0(1) 

( n f*^ , = U»*" cos*W J W 
one parameter, sin 1 fliv 

for SU{2) 

El 
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The three parameters of SU(2) A 1/(1) A t/(l)' can be taken as sin' 8\y, Mi 
and Mj. The parameter C is given by 

so as either Mi,j -• Mgv we recover the Standard Model with C = 0. 
;ln the model with <J = SfJ(2) s 5 one goes through a similar procedure but in 

this instance 4> has non-trivial transformations under SU(2) A 517(2)'. Again 
one obtains two neutral heavy bosons. In this model 

and again C = 0 as Mi,j —• Mz»-'-!;;; 
Bow does one test for these extended Electro-Weak gauge groups at the 2° 

energy range? Inspection of the modified H'NC will convince you that in essence 
the extra'CJ^ term has the effect of modifying the value of what we measure 
for sin5 ftp. As we discussed previously, the most sensitive measure of sin1 ART 
comes from looking at the left-right asymmetry ALR. Shown in figure 31 is ALR 
as a function of Ecm. for the Standard Model and for SU{2) A 17(1) A t/(l)' in 
which sin'far is taken to be 0.22. Running at the Z" pole one would easily 
see the deviation from the Standard Model: However one will have to run at 
a substantially higher £c.n. in order to get sensitivity to Afj. Although not 
discussed here in detail, we show the sensitivity of ALR to tests for the model 
SU(2)L A SU[2)R A r/(l).» Figure 32 shows ALR as a function of Ee.m, for the 
Standard Model and the left-right symmetric model.7 In this case running at the 
nominal Z° mass can distinguish the extended model from the Standard Model 
and yield the mass of the second heavy boson. This is shown more explicitly in 
figure 32b. 

Another example comes from superstring models which add a f/(l) group 
to the Standard gauge structure thereby producing as second Z°-like particle. 
Tests of models of this type using polarised electrons at the Z° are discussed 
in great detail in reference 37. As an illustration we show one figure from these 

s» 

5f/(2)Af/(l)AC(l)' 

(•?,£i.Z») = (3*3) VJ ; 

three parameters. 

ft,0 

Fjg. 31. AIR as a function of ^/i calcu
lated in the Standard Model (S.M.) and 
in a SU{2) x 17{1) x fJ(l) model for dif
ferent values of the mass of the second 
neutral boson. The two data points in
dicate the statistical accuracy expected 
for 3 x 104 Z" decays. 

Fig. 32. ALB calculated in the Stan
dard Model (S.M.) and in the SU{2)L x 
SI/(2) B x £7(1) model; (a) as a func
tion of y/s and for different values of the 
mass of the second neutral bason; (b) 
at yfs = Afz, comparison of the A^R 
value in the Standard Model and in the 
Sf/(2) t X SU{2)R x U{1) model as a 
function of the mass of the second neu
tral boson for 3 x 10* Z° decays. 

authors (figure 33) which shows AIR as a function of Mz>jMz for two parameter 
choices in & generalized superstring type model. For comparison the Standard 
Model value for Am is obtained from the figure by letting Mz-fMz — co. 
Considerable sensitivity to high mass Z"s would be obtained - for the high (low) 
resolution polarimeter, ALR will be measured to \% (5%) at the SLC. 

From the above examples, it is clear that polarized beams at the SLC provide 
an important tool for searching for Nature's correct gauge group. 
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measurements will not be systematica limited. However in order to establish a. 
4a effect in R will take good average luminosity. In addition, because of the close 
proximity of the large cross section at Ec.m. = Mz«, radiative corrections will 
be very important. They will probably raise Rs considerably, while not raising 
BR\ |i nearly as much. This could make this measurement very difficult. 

Assuming {£) = 5 X 10 5 0 em -* sec - 1 , one Gnds that R = 10.4 (Ec.m, = 
170 GeV) corresponds to IS hadronk events/day. Hence to see a 4ff effect for It 
(JJV) production would take 17 (25} days. 

Presumably these heavy quark events will have an event shape which is easily 
distinguishable from the light quark decays as we discussed for the Z° searches. 
A search baaed on event shapes would also suffice to establish the presence of a. 
hew heavy quark. 

A new heavy lepton will show up in the low multiplicity events which would 
not, of course, satisfy the requirements for hadronic events. Production will be 
via « + e~ -+ L+L~. The simplest way to look for a new heavy lepton will be 
to search for non-coplanar ex, It* and t\i events. The same event types will be 
produced by r +r~ events - however because the r is so light compared to Ec_m. 
the events would be coplanar. We recall from section 7.Z that B[L+ —» e,/j) — 8% 
and therefore: 

# ex events/day = 0.2 pL{3 -0)1?)/2 

where Pc is the heavy lepton velocity and I have assumed {£) = 5 x I0 3 a 

e m - 1 s e c - 1 and Ec,m. = 170 GeV. Adding both the ex and fix events and having 
a little patience, one would be able to search far a new heavy lepton. Above the 
TV+IV- threshold, care will have to be taken to account for the background from 
this channel. 

From these too examples one sees how crucial the peak luminosity for 
LEPII,ni will be. Without £ ~ 10 3 1 cm"1 s ec - 1 useful physics will be hard 
to come by. But given good luminosity one will be able to search for new quarks 
and charged leptons op to masses S £b«un-

8.2 SEARCHING FOR Ha, H* 

What about searching for J7°? As discussed in John Ellis's lectures at this 
School, the best search procedure will be via the process 

e+e--.ZD ' -Z°J?° 

as depicted in figure 34. The total cross section for this process is given by (see 
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Fig. 34. The protest e+e" -*' 
Z*' -*Z6H°. 

Fig. 85. The rate for the process e + e - -» 
2°fl° it shown a* a function of Ee.m. 
and Ug». The rate is normalised to the 
point cross section which has the value 
M.8/£»B.afc, 

This cross section Is plotted in figure 36 as a function of Mgt for three chokes 
of ECJO.. For a given £«*.• the cress section is relatively constant as a function 
of Mat, falling rapidly as the Unematk Unit of(£« > m . - Atg») b reached. Ear 
(£) = 5 x 10»° cm"* sec-' the event rate is ~ 0.8 event/day at ft.«. of JTO GeV 
with a Tnaxhmtm search mass, of S-70 OeV/c*. So In a year one would have 
~ 300 event* In total.'The corresponding event' rate at Be.mt. = M0 G e V would 
he ~ BOOwith ama»imDmsearchinastof40 GeV/c*. We should recall hen that 
IEPI and &XC wiD have a maidmiim search m s a s a t i 7 t - . = A f j . o f S-HlGeV. 
So LEFUjnhas a slseable advantage in search mass. Ifowever the rates am low. 
ReaBsticauy to search for these events one weald have to require that the 2 ° 
decay to « + e~ or p+tT. One has the 2 ° constraint pras two identified 1 
which will provide a dean signal,. The H* ma 

' ' • • „ . ' - : \ 

the man recoiling against the Z" decay products. Requiring the leptonic decay 
channels will cost a factor of 16 in rate. With larger £L«. this will cause severe 
statistics problems - in that case one would have to try to augment these dean 
channels with Z° -»UP, i*f and oj . 

How about searching for J?* at LEPnjn? The production cross section for 
e +e~ -t H*H~ la given by 

«»+»- =• j P%± o>*|i-

where oyt-,,- is not the point cross section but also has a contribution coming 
from the 2" propagator. (To get an exact value of this cross section one can 
evaluate equation (4) in section 4.) cytp- has the value of ~ 4 pb at Ec.m. = 170 
GeV and ~ 1.5 pb at Ec.m. = 250 GeV. So roughly speaking H+H~ production 
is about S% of the continuum e +e~ -» hadrons. To detect the presence of the 
B+B~ will require reconstructing four jet events. The QCD background will 
be present at a level of roughly half the E+B~ signal (for 0 = 1). The two 
sources can be distinguished by their production angular distribution - sin3 S for 
the B+B~ (1 + a cos $ + cos3 8) far the QCD events. Event rates will be ~ 400 
B+B~ events per year for (£,) m 5 x 10 M e m - ' s ee - 1 and Et.m. = 170 GeV. 
With sufficient running searches for B± up to energies fi Et should be passible 
at LEPDjp. 

8.3 e + e - - » W + W -

LEPII and m are by far the best place to study W*W~ production. The 
three lowest order diagrams which contribute to this process are shown in fig
ure 36 and the resulting cross section as a function of Ei a shown in fig
ure 37. We see that once above threshold the cross-section is roughly constant 
in the LEPH.IH energy range and is also large (~ 3000 W+W~ per year for 
(£) = 5 x 10*° cm"' sec - 1 ) . Besides providing a valuable laboratory for study

ing IV* decays, LEPII also provides 
B* *.* J* * J * the only place to study the gauge 

+ \J,.S • \ , ? * , / couplings iW+W- and Z°W+W-, 
/"''S. * / " \ . * n l u j n a ' ! ' n B •* unique contribution 

s . S"- . - «T t* vr to t e s t I n 8 * * * Standard Model. The 
<-•> ma form of the cross section shown in 

figure 87 is crucially determined by 
Fig. 36. The three process which con- ^ ^ j f c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ „ , . 
tribute to e ^ r -» W*W . p e t | n g ^ ^ m i a d t a g r a m s ( f i g . 

ure 38). In particular, the V exchange diagram would grow without hound as 
Ec.m. increases unless moderated by the two other graphs. Hence a measure of 
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the total W+W~ cross section provides a crucial test of the Standard Model. A 
precise check will require knowledge of weak radiative corrections. However SLC 
and LEPI should providean excellent understanding ofthese effect* and, bal l 
likelihood, we will know how to include these effects. 

, Fig. 37. The cross section for e + e _ -f 
IV+iy- as a function of beam energy. LEPII 
has a maximum beam energy of 85 GeV. 

What do the events look like. The W* coupling strength is democratic with 
respect to fennions and hence for Ng = 3 generations 

B{W — all ~4JV C 

and 
B(W-fg) 
B[W-*i>il 

r2S%|V„,|* 

where Vtf is the Kobayashi-Maskawa weak mixing matrix element and where 
for g = t finite mass effects are important. For W - . tb with Mi = 40 GeV/c1 

B{W -* ffl) ^ 18% ] Vj,|*. Hence W+W~ decays predominantly to 4 jets (76S6) 
with little background from e +e~ —» 4 jets where we can estimate the cross 
section to be nfRopoist « 0.6 pb at Ec,m. = 170 GeV. For an average luminosity 
of 5 x 10 s 0 c m - 3 s ec - 1 one would get six 4 jet events and one ttqtf per day from 
W+W~ production. Both of these provide dean topologies for the study of W£, 

Bow well could we measure the W* mass? The pp~ measurements are limited 
to ~ 2 GeV errors because of the inability of the calorimeters to reconstruct 

s» 

all the jet energy. This problem can be overcome at LEPII,in because one 
can use £ | i i i constraint for Ew± thereby removing this limitation. As an 
example figure 38 shows the di-jet mass (2 entries per event) reconstructed in 
a LEP study (reference 2, volume 2) for £4 = 100 GeV. From this study an 
error of £ 150 MeV/c' is obtained for the W mass. Other methods which could 
be used are a fit to the threshold curve (figure 37) or a study of the endpoint 
of the electron momentum spectrum arising from W —» cu decays. With high 
probability then, an order of magnitude improvement in our knowledge of M\y 
should he achieved at LEPII. 

As a final example of what can be achieved at LEPII,m we remind our
selves that whenever we increase Be .m, we 
are able to probe increasingly smaller char
acteristic fermion Bizes. If fennions were not 
point-like, their production via <+e~ —• / / 
would be characterized by an intrinsic mass 
scale A such that (r) ~ l/A. These scales in
troduce so-called contact terms which mod
ify the production cross-sections predicted 
by the Standard Model. The simplest case 
to consider is Bhabha scattering c*e~ —» 
t+e~. Studies by the LEP groups* indicate 
that limits on compositencss down to (r) ~ 
1 0 _ l s cm should be possible for electrons. 

Because of the constraints of time, all 
Fig. 38. Di-jet mass for events the physics of LEPII and LEPIII have not 
simulated as e +e~ —t W+W~. A been covered here. But enough examples 
clear W± peak is seen. Thissimu- have been chosen to indicate that this will 
lation was done for the LEP study be a rich and fruitful physics frontier, 
(see reference 2). 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

80 B2 B« 66 
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As outlined in section 2, e + e — interactions have served the physics community 
well, providing many crucial discoveries and a large body of rich experimental 
data. The future for e+c~ interactions with the imminent turn-on of SLC and 
LEP promises to continue this tradition with the very real possibility of hew 
discoveries and the certain program of diverse and important measurements. 
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